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Engineering and physics students usually have difficulty grasping that voltage in electrical circuits
is actually a measure of energy. This paper describes an advanced experiment that was designed at
the University of West Florida for directly demonstrating that the voltage between two given points
in an electrostatic field is a measure of the energy required to move a unit charge between those
points. In the experiment, a computerized vehicle transports a charged metal plate between two
electrodes connected to a voltage source, while directly measuring the energy exerted in moving the
plate. Assessment of the students' understanding of the concept after they perform the experiment
has shown an improvement from about 10% (of the total number of students) to nearly 98%. Since
the experiment helps the students perform actual measurements and verify a theoretical concept, its
impact is more profound than otherwise teaching the concept through simulations.
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INTRODUCTION

THE POTENTIAL DIFFERENCE, or simply
voltage between any two points in an electrostatic
field is defined as the `energy required to move a
unit charge of one Coulomb between those points'
[1, 2]. This fundamental concept is usually taught
to engineering and physics students in introduc-
tory electricity and magnetism (E&M) courses.
The concept is typically introduced to the students
by means of an illustrative figure such as the one
shown in Figure 1.

Experience in interacting with students,
however, has shown that students usually have
great difficulty grasping that concept. This, in
turn, affects their understanding of related physi-
cal concepts, such as the concept of the `electron
volt', for example. Hence, entire subjects, such as
solid-state physics, become inaccessible to the
student who has had difficulty grasping that
basic concept. To solve this problem, an advanced
experiment was designed by the author for demon-
strating the concept in Fig. 1 practically; that is, by
moving a charge between two metal electrodes
connected to a voltage source and directly measur-
ing the energy exerted in moving the charge. The
experiment was performed as part of the Electro-
magnetics I course at the University of West
Florida. The majority of the students enrolled in
the course are electrical engineering students, with
a small number of physics students. Assessment of
the students' understanding of the concept after
they perform the experiment has shown an
improvement from about 10% (of the approxi-

mately 140 students who conducted the experiment
over a period of two years) to nearly 98%. In the
past, a number of experimental and computational
methods for teaching concepts in E&M were
described in the literature [3, 4].

THE EXPERIMENT

General description
Fundamentally, the concept in Figure 1 can be

demonstrated in a simple, low-tech manner by
manually moving, for example, a charged metal
plate between the two electrodes, while taking
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Fig. 1. A DC voltage V is applied between two electrodes. The
energy in Joules that is required to move a positive charge of 1
Coulomb against the field from the negative electrode to the

positive electrode is precisely equal to V.
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measurements of the force exerted on the plate by
means of a balancing set of weights or by means of
a spring mechanism. The energy exerted in moving
the plate can then be calculated by numerical
integration. This kind of experiment is described
in [5]. Some educators also offer a simulation [6]
for demonstrating the concept. Unfortunately,
however, such crude methods for performing this
fundamental experiment have shown to be inac-
curate; in addition to failing to stimulate the
student's interest. The advanced version of the
experiment that was implemented at the University
of West Florida is shown in Figure 2.

In the experiment, a computerized vehicle trans-
ports a charged metal plate between two electrodes
that are connected to a source of high voltage. A
highly accurate force meter provides a digital read-
out of the force that acts on the plate, which is fed
to a microprocessor board for processing. Simul-
taneously, the vehicle's speed is measured by a
tachometer and digitized. The on-board micropro-
cessor finally performs numerical integration and
calculates the energy exerted in transporting the
plate. In more detail: the motorized vehicle shown
in Figure 2 measures approximately 50 � 30 � 20
cm and carries a highly sensitive digital force meter
on its roof. The force meter used is the Model BG
Digital Force Gauge from Checkline, Inc. [7]. That
meter has a resolution of 2 � 10±4 Newtons, and
provides its digital output through an RS232 inter-
face. The input pressure rod that is attached to the
meter carries a Teflon mount, as shown, to which
an aluminum plate that measures 30 � 30 � 0.2 cm
is attached. The force meter is insensitive to the
vertical force (weight of the aluminum plate); it is
sensitive only to the horizontal force. In this case,

the horizontal force is the electrostatic force that
will be acting on the plate, in addition to the wind
drag. Typically, the wind drag is negligible for
speeds less than about 1 m/s [8]; and the vehicle's
speed is adjusted to be less than 1 m/s.

As shown in Figure 2, the movable aluminum
plate travels between two fixed aluminum plates of
similar dimensions (both fixed plates are mounted
on walls). The surfaces of both fixed plates are
covered with a very thin sheet of Polystyrene (an
excellent dielectric and insulator), so that no
transfer of charge will occur between the fixed
plates and the movable plate when the latter
comes in contact with the fixed plates. Originally,
the movable plate will be in contact with the first
fixed plate shown in the figure, when the vehicle is
at its home position. At that position, a small DC
voltage of 12V is applied between the movable and
the fixed plates so that the movable plate will
acquire a charge. The student can calculate the
charge Q on the plate using the relation:

Q � CV

where C is the capacitance between the two plates.
The capacitance C is first calculated using the
relation:

C � �0�rA

d

where �r is the dielectric constant (or relative
permittivity) of the insulating Polystyrene layer,
�0 is the permittivity of free space, A is the area of
the plate, and d is the thickness of the dielectric
layer. Because the dielectric constant of Polystyr-
ene is only about 2.5, and because the contact

Fig. 2. Advanced experiment for demonstrating that voltage is a measure of energy.
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between the movable plate and the fixed plate is
never perfect (i.e. air gaps are usually present), the
overall capacitance is usually found to be very
nearly that of an air capacitor (i.e. C � �0 A=d).
Before the experiment is conducted, the student is
asked to discharge the movable plate by touching
it with the probe of a highly sensitive Keithley
electrometer that is set in charge measurement
mode, in order to verify that the charge on the
plate conforms with the equations. The electro-
meter that was used is the Keithley model 610C [9],
which is capable of measuring net charge with a
resolution of 10±15 Coulombs. The student would
then charge the plate one more time, and then
disconnect the 12V battery. A high-voltage (HV)
DC generator that is connected between the two
fixed plates is then turned on (see Figure 2). The
HV generator used in the experiment is the Glass-
man model WR100R2.5-11 [10], which generates
voltage up to 125 kV. The extremely high voltage is
needed to obtain an electric field intensity of
sufficient magnitude between the fixed plates, in
order inflict a measurable force on the movable
plate (the distance between the fixed plates is 1 m).
The HV generator is set in a current-limited mode,
so it does not present a danger more than that of
the common Van de Graaff generator, found in
many laboratories. In addition, to prevent any
possibility of inadvertently touching the HV term-
inal that is not grounded and getting shocked, that
HV terminal is very well insulated, and the plate
connected to that terminal is completely covered
with a sheet of Polystyrene, as indicated (see

Figure 2). A Start switch on the vehicle is finally
pressed to set the vehicle in motion. It is to be
noted that the strong electric field between the
fixed plates will create a symmetrical and opposite
distribution of charges on the moving plate; but
the net charge Q on that plate will not be affected.

The energy exerted in moving the charged plate
is given by

E �
Z X

0

F dx

where F is the electrostatic force acting on the
plate, x is the distance, and X is the total distance
traveled. Although the force can be calculated
from the theory of electrostatics, the objective of
the experiment is to physically measure the force
and integrate it along the path, in order to demon-
strate that the value of the integral is simply equal
to the applied voltage (note: the charge on the
movable plate is actually a few micro-Coulombs,
and hence the charge must be included as a scaling
factor in the calculation; that is, the value of the
integral will be equal to QV instead of V). Perform-
ing the above integration is difficult, unless the
distance traveled can be measured directly and
precisely. The integral, however, can be alterna-
tively written as follows:

E �
Z x

0

F
dx

dt
dt

�
Z T

0

�F v�dt

Fig. 3. Block diagram of electronic system carried by the vehicle.
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where v is the velocity of the vehicle and T is the
total travel time. Fortunately, the velocity can be
measured precisely by means of a tachometer and a
signal conditioning circuit. The circuitry in the
vehicle must therefore measure and sample both
the force and the speed of the vehicle simulta-
neously, take the product, store the results as a
digital array, and finally perform numerical inte-
gration with time being the independent variable.
All such functions are accomplished with a
MC68HC11 microprocessor board that is carried
on board the vehicle. As indicated above, the result
of the above integral will be equal to QV, where Q
is the charge on the moving plate. The student
must therefore divide the final result displayed by
the microprocessor board by the measured charge
Q and verify that the ratio is indeed equal to the
applied voltage.

The circuit used in the experiment
A block diagram of the electronic system used in

the experiment is shown in Figure 3. A separate
system is used to control the vehicle itself, and that
system is not discussed in this paper.

As Figure 3 shows, the heart of the system is the
CME11E9-EVBU microprocessor development
board, manufactured by Axiom Technology, Inc.
[11]. That board is based on the MC68HC11
microcontroller, and offers numerous features
and interfaces that are suitable for this experiment.
As shown in Figure 3, the signal from the tach-
ometer (a voltage that is proportional to the speed
of the vehicle) is first processed through a signal
conditioning circuit consisting of a low-pass filter
and a scaler. The signal is then directly fed to the
analog-to-digital (A/D) converter of the micropro-
cessor. The force measured by the force meter is
supplied in digital form to the microprocessor
through an RS232 interface. The assembly code

written for the task instructs the microprocessor to
sample both signals at intervals of 20 ms (the delay
needed for the A/D conversion is approximately 10
ms), multiply the sampled values, and store the
product in a digital array on the on-board memory.

The vehicle is designed such that when the
movable plate comes in contact with the remote
fixed plate to within 1 mm, the `̀ kill switch'' shown
in Figures 2 and 3 touches the wall and triggers. As
the circuit diagram shows, this action results in an
`̀ active-low'' signal that shuts the main motor of
the vehicle off and simultaneously generates an
Interrupt Request to the microprocessor. At this
point the microprocessor records the total dura-
tion of the experiment, then jumps to a subroutine
for performing numerical integration of Fv over
time, according to the above integral. The result is
finally transmitted to a liquid-crystal display
(LCD) that is attached to the board. Figure 4
shows a photograph of the microprocessor board
and the LCD mounted inside the vehicle.

A flowchart of the algorithm described above is
shown in Figure 5. All the assembly code used fits on

Fig. 4. MC68HC11 microprocessor board and LCD display
mounted inside the vehicle.

Fig. 5. Flow-chart of assembly code used to perform the
experiment.
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the RAM that is available on the microprocessor
board (Interested readers can contact the author
who will be glad to supply the detailed code and the
detailed schematics used in the apparatus.).

Numerical results
According to the classical theory of electro-

statics, the force acting on the movable plate
should be uniform and equal to QE (where E
here is the electric field intensity), if the electric
field between the two fixed plates has a uniform
distribution. Figure 6 shows a plot of the force
measurements that were taken along the path of
the vehicle (0 to 1 meter).

As the figure shows, the force was not uniform
along the path, which indicates a non-uniform
electric field. This is not surprising, given that the
distance between the two fixed plates is large by
comparison with the size of the plates. A uniform
electric field, however, is not necessary for accu-
rately computing the energy exerted in moving a
charge against the field (which must be equal to the
potential difference regardless of the field distribu-
tion).

Figure 7 shows a histogram of the different
values of the calculated voltage (or potential
difference) for different runs of the experiment.

The exact voltage applied was 100,000 volts (which
was maintained by the sophisticated, closed loop
controlled HV generator).

As the histogram shows, the maximum error in
the computed value was approximately 5%. The
error was found to be almost entirely due to an
error in the initial calculation of the charge Q on
the movable plate. The experiment was later modi-
fied by measuring the charge Q directly, instead of
calculating it from Eq.(1). Given a more accurate
estimation of Q, the error in the computed poten-
tial difference was reduced to a maximum of 1%.

STUDENTS' LEARNING AND
UNDERSTANDING OF THE CONCEPT

A number of surveys and assessments were
conducted over a period of two years to determine
how the experiment affected the students' under-
standing of the physical concept. The study
involved a group of 140 students in total. After
the theoretical concept was first introduced, and
before the experiment was conducted, the students
were given a few quiz questions to determine
whether:

a) the student fundamentally understood the
physical concept, or

b) the student did not grasp the concept.

A typical quiz question to gauge the student's
understanding of the concept is the following:

The label on a battery says ``12 Volts''. This means
that:

. It takes 1 Joule of energy to move a charge of
+12C from the negative electrode to the positive
electrode.

Fig. 6. Force measurements along the path of the vehicle (a
smoothed least-squares best fit curve is shown as a dotted line).

Fig. 7. Histogram of the values of the calculated potential
difference for 64 different runs of the experiment.

Fig. 8. Percentage of students who grasped the physical con-
cept: (a) before the experiment was conducted; and (b) after the

experiment was conducted.
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. It takes 12 Joules of energy to move a charge of
+1C from the negative electrode to the positive
electrode.

. It takes 6 Joules of energy to move a charge of
+2C from the negative electrode to the positive
electrode.

. None of the above.

Another set of quiz questions were given to the
students after the experiment was conducted. The
results are shown in Figure 8.

As the results show, the percentage of students
who fundamentally grasped the concept increased
from 10% before the experiment to 98% thereafter.
Two important surveys were then conducted. In
the first survey, the students were asked the follow-
ing question: which was more important to your
understanding of the concept, the theoretical intro-
duction or the experiment? The result is shown in
Figure 9.

As the results show, the percentage of students
who thought that the experiment is more impor-
tant is only slightly higher than those who thought
that the theoretical introduction was more impor-
tant. In view of this result, together with the data
in Figure 8, it is clear that the experiment contrib-
uted greatly to the students' understanding of the
concept, but obviously did not eliminate the need
for the formal introduction of the concept in the
classroom.

In the second survey, the students were asked
the following question: in general, do experiments
that demonstrate fundamental scientific concepts

capture your attention more than theory? The
result is shown in Figure 10.

CONCLUSIONS

As can be concluded from the surveys, advanced
scientific experiments do contribute greatly to a
student's understanding and grasp of the concepts
involved, since they capture the attention of the
vast majority of students more than theory (or
simulations). Experiments, however, are not a
substitute for the formal introduction of the theo-
retical concepts in the classroom, as the surveys
showed.

The author, along with students at the Univer-
sity of West Florida, is currently working on
enhancing the basic experiment; this includes:

. Using a much higher charge on the movable
plate, and changing the shape of the plate from
rectangular to circular in order to minimize
charge leakage due to corona effects at the
edges.

. Building a high-voltage powered, hand-held
charge injector for injecting a precise amount
of charge on the movable plate and for display-
ing it digitally before the experiment is con-
ducted.

. Designing a digital force meter with higher
sensitivity than what is available commercially.
This will allow the use of lower voltages between
the fixed electrodes in future experiments.
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